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Abstract 
For testing aspheric surfaces , computer generated holograms ~re ~requently use~. Some 
methods of generating the holograms as well as a comparison of inJlln~ and off - axLs computer 
generated holograms will be discussed. Furthermore, examples tested wlil be analysed from 
the stand poin t of an industrial testing procedure. 
1 . Introduction 
The application of aspheric surfaces is increasing especially in infrared optical systems. 
Aspheric surfaces could be used more frequently when time and price for. its generat~on and 
testing would be comparable with that of spherical surfaces. Manufactur1ng and testLng pro-
cedures have been improved lately and further work is on the way. 
The present paper is concerned with testing aspheric surfaces; there are different 
methods: 
1. Testing the performance of the complete optical system. 
2. Using a null corrector in the test arm of a two beam interferometer in order to compen-
sate the aspherical wavefront deviation of the aspherical surface under test. 
3. using a computer generated hologram i n a two beam interferometer either to transform the 
aspheric wavefront of the test surface to a stigmatic one or to generate an "ideal" 
aspheric wavefront for comparison in the reference beam. 
4. A point by point a nalys i s, normally with a mechanical taster ; this possibility is not a 
subject of the present paper. 
Computer generated holograms are applicable advantageously for a widespread range of test 
surfaces . A number of papers on testing aspheric surfaces by mea~9Mf computer g~nerate~ 
holograms ICGH) have been written, o n ly a few will be mentioned. From a practLcal pOLnt 
of view a two beam interferometric arrangement in which both beams pass through the CGH is 
desirable. Corresponding rays in the reference and the beam under test pass nearly through 
the same region, hence, some of the inhomogenity of the device storing the CGH lusual high 
quality photographic plates) 1:. nearly compensated. For testing aspheric surfaces with CGH, 
different holographic configura t ion can be used. For symmetrical optical systems to be 
tested, in-line (Gabor-type) and off-axis CGH can be applied; their differences and appli-
cations will be discussed. Methods for generating CGH will be discussed as well as some 
experimental results. 
2. Methods for writing computer generated holograms 
Different methods for generating CGH have been devised, new methods are in the proces s of 
~ina developed . The prinCipal to be adopted depends on the objective as well as on the 
shape of the aspheric surfaces and the test arrangement to be used. For plotting eGH,a large 
computer with a CalComp plotter is often used. In some recent works other possibilities were 
considered. Some of the techniques will be discussed briefly. A very fast method was intro-
duced in our work in ZUrich 2 where a Lohmann type hologram was generated in a few minutes 
by using a cathode ray- tube. Fig. 1 shows the principle of the Lohmann type hologram. 
The prinCiple of the hologram recording is shown in fig . 2. The position accuracy o f the 
b~am of the cathode ray-tube! although specially stabilized, is not adequate for high qua-
ILty CGH . Therefore, an amplLtude- grating G is placed close to the emulsion. The grating 
period .cor:esponds to a cell width of the Lohmann type hologramt. The holograms were written 
by prO)ect1ng l ight dots larger than the slit width but smaller than the grating period from 
the fast cathode-ray tube_ In this way, the accurate positioning of the dots depends on the 
mechan i cal posi t ioning of the grating having a slit width smaller than half the grating 
period. For the next phase step, . the photographic plate was translated by a step and repeat 
motor. ~ll the dots for one partLcular phase step were recorded before displacing the pho-
tograph1c plate to the next phase position. 126 by 126 cells were chosen and 25 phase steps 
for each hologram. The photographic plate was positioned by a step and repeat motor driven 
b y m~ans of a . computer tape. The Writing time for one hologram turned out to be less than 
15 ~inutes . t~th the ar~angement chosen, the pOSition accuracy was given by the mechanical 
p?sLtioning of the . gratlng and the speed of writing of the CGH by the cathode ray ~tube. 
F1g. 3 shows a typLcal result whe re the spherical aberrat i on of a single lens was compen-
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Fig . 1 Principle of a Lohmann type hologram 
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Fig . 2 Principle of writing a Lohmann 
type hologram with the beam 
of a cathode- cay tube 
sated completely. The limitation of the 
method occured for large wavefront devia -
tions. For very large wavefront variations, 
another techniques was adopted at the 
Institute of Applied OptiCS in Stuttgart. 
For generating the CGI-I, the Optronics drum 
plotter P-170Q was used. The P-1700 is con-
trolled by a PDP 11/34 computer. where the 
computations for the wavefront is carried 
out. The spatial resolution obtained in 
this way is 20000 x 20000 pixels. The fol-
lowing examples shown in the report were 
plotted with the Optronics plotter. The 
reduction ratio for the holograms copied 
on high contrast photographic plates was 
, : 6. 
For wr i ting in- l ine holograms , to be discussed for testing symmetrical optical systems, an 
alternat~ve technique could also be considered. Concentric fringes can be drawn with a light 
pencil on photographic material , mounted on an accurately rotating turn-table. The posi-
tioning of the writ1ng-arm can be interferometrically controlledB. 
3 . A compar1son of in-line and off-axis holograms 
For testing aspheric surfaces off - axis CG n were most l y used 2 - G• In - line hol ograms were 
used by the authors in references 1 - 9 . Mercier and Lowentha1 9 studied the filtering proper-
ties of in-line holograms used for testing aspheric surfaces carefully. The use of rotatio-
nal symmetric holograms (RSH) f or testing rotat1onal symmetric optical surfaces and systems 
can be bery useful: 
1 ) for symmetric optica l systems the centring of the RSH is simpler and the RSH can be cen-
t r ed with respect to the optical axis of the whole system and is not sensitive to ro-
tation; 
2) it allows the compensation of stronger aspheric contributions! 
3 ) the computation and manufacturing of the RSH holograms could be simpl er if compensation 
for distortion and centring error, for instance, are not necessary. 
Testing with RSH will be shown schematically in fig. 4. The filtering of the spurious 
diffraction orders and optimiz1ng the system is more difficult as will be discussed. 
Filtering p r ocedure by RSH 
Among all the diffraction orders that appear after the hologram , two are stigmatiC, namely 
- the reference wave is theoretically perfect, when crossing the hologram in the zero order 
l ED in fig. Sa), 
- the aspherical wavefront to be tested is transformed, idealy, in a plane wave by crossing 
the hologram U: p, 1n f1g . 5b ). . . 
The pOint image in the focal plane of the lens L (fig. 4) is the d1ffract1on pa~tern o~ the 
p l ane wave with it's d1ameter limited by the hOlo§rarn. It 1S referred to as the d1ffract1on 
limited spread function. 
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Fig. 4 Holographic one- line arrangement for testing aspheric surfaces 
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In fig. 5 the wavefronts and diffraction patterns in the ftlter-plane are drawn for an 
ideal system where t he aspheriC surface is perfect and the optical e l ements such as the 
hologram plate and gelatine do not introduce disturbapces. If no stop or filter is placed 
in the fi l ter-plane , different wavefronts dif fracted wil l contribute to the interference 
pattern to be obtained. The filter is, however , essential to avoid spurious l ight. Further-
more , the fi l ter should be such that disturbances suc h as deviations from the perfect wave -
front of the aspher iC surface to be tested are accepted as well as some high freque ncy 
variations introduced by the holographic plate or gelatine . The filter is therefore a com-
promise . it's maximum diameter is found to be 
2 l hp ' l • a~!rF f' 
where aW(r) is the variation (s lope) of the expected maximum 
and f ' a~al length of L) . The equation of the wavefront for wavefront - error to be measured symmetrical systems used was 
2 4 6 8 W( r) = wOO + W20 r + W40 r + w60 r + wao r + 
Where: 
W20 = coefficient for defocussing 
W40 ' W60 ' Wao ' w, o = coefficients for spherical aberration. 
In fig . S it is shown schematically that r, of the reference wave , fig. Sa) , and 
the wavefront under test , fig. Sb), should cont ribute to the interferogram o nly. Of 
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~ p + 1 of 
course , 
r. p is usually not perfect , the deviation from the per f ect wavefr ont is to be mea s ured . 
furthermor e , it is found appropriate t o introduce 4focussing e r ror into the syst em to be 
tested; the latter wi ll be compe nsated by the ho l ogram . Th e centra l part of t he l e n s under 
test can, howeve r , not be tested in this way. Therefore , 2 to 10 per cent of the asphe r ic 
surface is not t ested , a disadvantage not always to be accep ted. The center part can . however, 
directly be viewed near the hologram (moire techniques) ~lhere no special requirements on 
the shape of the wavefront is to be imposed, because filtering of unwanted diffraction 
orders is avoided. For convenience , however , the hologram should be drawn with some grey-
leve l s, because wide hard-c lipped hologram lines - for instance in the centerpar t o f the 
hologram - have the same spatial freque ncy range as the mo i re f ringes, but wit h hi9her con-
trast. The filter , a hole , stops most of the spurious l ight but can limit the r eso l ution. 
off- axis ho l ograms are chosen espec i ally when small wavefron t compensation is requi r ed, 
o nly , or by comp l icated wavefronts where the s1gn of the s l ope c hanges . The fi l teri ng for 
off-axis holograms is ver y much simple r . The carrler frequency of the hologram c a n be chosen 
to ha ve no ove r lap between the zero , first and second diffraction orderS. fig . 6 shows an 
arra ngement for off - axis holographic testing of aspherica l surfaces. 
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Fig. 6 Principle of off-axis holographic testing of aspherical surfaces 
In fig. 7 result s of in-line and off - axis holography for a high aperture , single pl~ne ­
convex lens are shown uSlng basically the same experimental arrangement and two fOcusslng 
POsitions . I t shows a zonal error of the lens under test in addition, the central po:tion 
not to be tested is clearly s~en by the in-line hologram; the diameter of the filterlng 
hole was 0.5 mm by a focal length of the focussing lens of f/' s 500 mm and a hologram 
diameter of 32 rnm. The Gaussian image of the wavefront under est was 124.5 mm before. 
respectively 248 rnm behind the filter plane, hence , 4.7\ of the diameter of t~e test 
Surface can not be tested . No doubt, the main advantage of inJlin~ holograms 15 the ce n-
tring facilities ; no centring in the aZ1muth is required. 
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Fig. 7 Comparison of the results obtained from a high aperture single plano - convex lens 
under test in transmission using a 
a) in - line hologram 
bl off - axis hologram 
c) in-line hologram with defocussing 
d) off-axis hologram with defocussing 
4. Com utation of the wavefront and desi n of the refractive corrector 
The wavefront at the hologram is obtained by computing the optical path difference along 
a number of rays . The ray - aberrations obtained along the r a ys are inverted at the exit pupil 
of the whole system. For the ray tracing,a plane wave is usually considered to be incident on the first lens ILl in fig _ 1) . 
The auxiliary lens system (L , L in fig . 4 and 6 ) is arranged to optimize the aberration 
of the whole system including tKe a~pheric surface to be tested . Furthermore, it illuminates 
the whole aperture of the lens under test . It is , however, not always easy to form the ima -
ge of the aspheric surface to be tested onto the hologram, but L is imaging the surface 
under test onto the fringe plane. To have the hologram plane con~ugate to the aspheric sur-
face would very often require additional lens elements especially by testing convex sur-
faces which is not deSirable. The equation for the aspheric surface was chosen in the form 
WI ) '"' c ~ 2 <I 6 8 
where 
r l 1-120 rl ~ W40 rl ~ W60 r l ~ Wao rl ~ . .. N~ L EN J c c2rll 
c • 1- e' , e . excentricity 
c • 0 for paraboloid 
c • 1 for sphere 
c < 1 for ellipsoid 
r > 1 for hyperboloid 
c • base curvature of conics 
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Xl , Yl ~ rectangu l ar coordinates on the aspheric surface 
W20 . W40 ' w60 . wsu are tho a"phcric fiqurillY terms. A parabola, for instance, can be repre-sented either by an W term , or by a curvature with ( = O. In the latter 
representation,the ray is traced more quf9k l y. To obtain the highest accuracy from the plot-
ter the pl otted size of the hologram was kept roughly the same . In addition, the reduction 
ratio was also kept constant 1M t - 1/6) to obtain very small and constant distortion to be 
compensated during the computation of the hologram. For t he adaptation of different test 
lenses to the test equipment. auxiliary lenses or lens systems are required . They are de-
signed to illuminate the test lens appropriately and to compensate some of the aberrations 
but they are not used as nul l correctors desiqned to circumvent testing with holograms. 
For practical reasons, the beam diameter of the reference beam and the beam illuminating 
the auxiliary lens was kept small. 
A null corrector is a lens designed to have spherical aberration such that the emerging 
wavefront at some position along its optical axis will match the aspherical surface to be 
tested. In the arrangement to be discussed the compensating lens system will reduce the 
spherical aberration and is designed to illuminate the aperture of the lens under test. 10 
Some corrector lens systems are shown in fig . 8 for convex and concave aspheric surfaces 
0) 
c) 
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Compensation systems for different aspheric surfaces to be tested 
a) for convex aspheric surface with undercorrected spherical aberration 
b) for convex aspheric surface with overcorrected spherical aberration 
cJ for concave aspheric surface with undercorrected sphe:ical aberration 
d) for concave aspheric surface with overcarrected spher1cal aberration 
DeSigning the compensating system is nat difficult . Fabrication of a null corr:ctor. 
however, becomes an iterative process between the designer and shop personnel to 1nsure 
proper performance. The refractive index of the specific glass melt needs . to be measured. 
After the optics fabrication. the lens data are measured and substituted 1nstead of the 
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1 1 ( .,1 thickness) the air spaces are adjusted for compensation . Therefore , origina va ues ea . • . 'W d igned the compensating fbi tion of the corrector takes time and lscxpens va . e es 
area . "t'ng lenses with refractive lndex thickness and radii kno ... ·n approximately 
systems USl.ng e x .. I d·' bl (b . d f 
from lens data. The correctors were designed with the lens ~ta ava.l a e 0 talne rom 
manufactures) . Since the lens data are not known to the requlred accuracy a CGH hol?gram 
together with an appropriate spherical mirror was designed In order to compensate different 
disturbances introduced by the auxiliary lens system as well as by other sources . 
Some of the errors to be compensated result from 
1) departure from the lens data and separation used for the computation , 
2) centring of the components , 
3) magnification error and distortion by photo-reduction , 
4) error in generating the hologram . 
The convex aspheric surface is usually positioned close to the last lens of the corrector . 
A result of a specimen tested off - axis in reflex ion is shown 1n fig . 9 . 
Fig. 9 A typical r esult of a tes~bjcc t in r eflexion with an off - axis CGH . 
5 . Some remarks on testing aspheric surfaces under industrial environments 
For industrial testing of asphcrical surfaces . Centring of the hologram and the test 
surface as well as focussing need to be easy . Usually , aspheric surfaces will be tested 
in reflection to be sure that deviations of the aspheric surface are measured only . Auto -
matic fr inge analys1s is another aspect to be looked at for industrial testing of aspheriC 
surface . The decision whether in-line ore off-axis holography is appropriate for the testing 
procedure depends on the aspheric surfac e and compensation system . In our arra ngement both 
methods can he used with minor modificatIon of the test equipment . 
1 would like to thank my CO-Workers ~l . KUchel and W. Krause for supplying some of the 
experimental results and the BMFT No . NT 2008 for the financial support . 
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